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ABSTRACT

Over the last year, Westinghouse engineers and operators from the Beznau nuclear power station
(KKB), owned by the Nordostschweizerische Kraftwerke AG of Baden, Switzerland, have been
installing and testing the Westinghouse A WARE Alarm Management System in Beznau/SNUPPS
operator training simulator, owned and operated by the Westinghouse Electric Corp., in Waltz
Mill, PA., USA. The testing has focused primarily on validating the trigger logic data base and on
familiarizing the utility's training department with the operation of the system in a real-time
environment. Some of the tests have included plant process scenarios in which the computerized
Emergency Procedures were available and used through the COMPRO (COMputerized
PROcedures) System in conjunction with the AWARE System.

While the results to date are qualitative from the perspective of system performance and
improvement in message presentation, the tests have generally confirmed the expectations of the
design. There is a large reduction in the number of messages that the control room staff must deal
with during major process abnormalities, yet at times of relative minor disturbances, some
additional messages are available which add clarification, e.g., "Pump Trouble" messages. The
"flow" of an abnormality as it progresses from one part of the plant's processes to another is quite
visible. Timing of the messages and the lack of message avalanching is proving to give the
operators additional time to respond to messages. Generally, the anxiety level to "do something"
immediately upon a reactor trip appears to be reduced.

1. THE AWARE SYSTEM

The AWARE Alarm Management System, based on many of the ideas described by Jens
Rasmussen [8] and others in the Cognitive Systems Engineering literature, is being installed in the
Beznau units as part of a large, distributed UNIX based computer network. In this network
application, the run-time portion of the AWARE System is implemented on redundant SUN
Microsystems SPARC 2 workstations and servers.

The AWARE System is composed of three major elements. These are the Overview Panel, a
Support Panel of workstation VDU displays, and an off-line data base maintenance utility. The
servers drive an Overview Panel composed of 254 alpha-numeric display devices, each capable of
displaying an 80 character message, that present the abnormality messages. The System is
comprised of 12 one meter square sections containing 21 alpha-numeric display devices. The
messages which appear on these display devices flash between full and half intensity when the
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message first becomes active. The flashing goes to continuous full intensity when the operator
pushes the acknowledge button, just as is done with traditional annunciator systems. The messages
are grouped into message sets or lists. Each list is capable of having one or more of its messages
presented on the alpha-numeric display devices based upon each message's priority rank within the
set of active messages in the list and the number of display devices assigned to that list, hi other
words, the message prioritization is used to make the messages compete for display space within a
list. No attempt is made to prioritize alarms across the lists. The intention is that the operators will
address the displayed messages as they come up, working through the push-down/pop-up stacks of
messages as the priorities display them. In this way, all messages are expected to be addressed and
each can be considered to be "important" by the operators when it is displayed. This contrasts with
other computerized alarm systems that assign each alarm a fixed, predefined indication of urgency
for operator action, with some alarms always coded as "high" urgency for action and other alarms
always coded as "low" urgency. In the AWARE system operators do not have to consciously
consider relative alarm priority. Whatever alarms appear in the display space at any given point in
time are expected to be attended to and addressed.

The arrangement or layout of these display devices is enhanced by a fascia that provides labels or
titles to the lists of messages. The back-bone of the display organization is plant process equipment
purpose or function. An example of one of the twelve sections, this for the function of Reactor
Coolant System Pressure, is shown in Figure 1. The entire Overview Panel can be seen in the video
tape of a brief excerpt of the simulator tests, which we are showing during the presentation of this
paper.

Messages which are active, but whose priority is too low to permit display on the alpha-numeric
display devices on the Overview Panel are available, upon operator request, on the workstation
VDU screens. The operators can query the System, at their own pace, with regard to Active
messages, various parsings of the chronological list of active messages, the list of possible
messages (whether or not they are currently active), message trigger logic and setpoints, access
(through the trigger logic display) to detailed point (sensor) information residing in the data
acquisition portion of the network, access through the messages (either active or inactive) to
graphical process functional and physical displays, and the capability to access the message
response procedure on the COMPRO System (this latter capability is available, though it has not, as
yet, been activated for this application). The Support Panel is illustrated in Figure 2.

The third element is the off-line AWARE Database Maintenance Utility (ADMU), based upon the
INGRES relational data base management software. The computerized data entry forms were built
in INGRES using their 4GL interface language. The three elements of the AWARE System are
more thoroughly described in References [1] through [5].

The software was engineered and constructed using the methods of Structured Analysis/Structured
Design as described by DeMarco [6]. Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools such as
TEAMwork [7] were used to ensure adequate structure, configuration control, and documentation
for the Quality Assurance program. Software verification testing has been performed as a stand-
alone element, integration testing during the Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT), the Site Acceptance
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Tests (SAT) of the total network, and validation testing of the intended functionality during these
simulator tests.

2. SITE INSTALLATION

In the Beznau application, the message trigger logic data base is composed of logic and message
wording for approximately 4500 abnormality and status messages. This is compared to the
approximately 1000 annunciator tiles that currently provide the same function to the control room
operators. The additional messages come from essentially two sources: 1.) the elimination of
"group" alarms, e.g., Pump Trouble as a single message for multiple problems such as vibration,
bearing temperature, lubrication, power, etc., and 2.) including in message and logic data base the
list of items in the Alarm Response Procedures that the operator is asked to investigate to determine
the possible cause of the alarm, e.g., Tank Level LOW, check if pump is running, valve is open, etc.
Also, the capability to add "higher level" messages has caused the addition of messages such as
"Let-down line now ISOLATED". At this point in this application, we have only begun to scratch
the surface of providing higher level messages such as this that could be useful to the control room
staff.

Currently, the hardware and software are installed in one of the two units at the Beznau site.
Installation will be completed on the second unit during the fall outage which begins in about two
weeks. The AWARE System is operational and is running on the first unit but the Overview Panel
display devices have not been turned on since the fascia have not been installed and the Swiss
regulatory authority has not completed their review. Site personnel are using this time to refine the
setpoints and to complete the installation of the last set of sensors to the system.

In early September, utility management and training personnel spent a week on the simulator
developing the details of their control room operational philosophy (who does what, when) and
determining the corresponding alternations needed in their training program in order to take full
advantage of the System. The remainder of this year will be used to construct their training
program modifications and to resolve any outstanding issues with the Swiss regulatory authority.
Formal control room crew classroom and simulator training with respect to the AWARE System is
expected to begin in early 1997, with the System becoming fully utilized in both control rooms in
1998.

3. THE TESTS

Over the last ten to twelve months, nine fully licensed utility control room operators and picket
engineers (shift technical advisors) have periodically participated in simulated events and plant
evolutions of all types on the full scope training simulator with the AWARE System in operation.
Simultaneously, Westinghouse design engineers improved and refined the message and trigger
logic data base using the ADMU. The focus of the tests was to validate the trigger logic data base
and to familiarize the utility's operators and training personnel in the operation and attributes of the
System. A formal test procedure was written prior to the formal test periods, a test log was
maintained, and a test report has been written.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The tests to date have focused mainly on verifying the validity of the trigger logic data base and
learning about its behavior during plant transients. However, there is evidence that the operators
believe that the AWARE System is a significant improvement over their existing annunciator tile
system.

As the video shows, there are seldom more than 5 to 10 messages active on the Overview Panel at
any time. Quantitative comparisons of the number of messages vs. the number of lit annunciator
tiles for given abnormalities is the subject of future investigations. It is, however, quite apparent at
this stage in the testing that significant and effective message reduction has been achieved. While
the total number of potential alarms is much larger (4500 as opposed to 1000 in a typical
conventional control room), the number of alarms an operator sees at any given point in time is
smaller and more informative. The effectiveness of this achievement is substantiated by the
operators periodically exclaiming "now we can do something, it's clear what needs to be done".

To the extent possible, the data base is constructed so as to provide a dark board when nothing is
abnormal. This is achieved for steady-state operations and for well understood transients, such as
reactor trip. As a result, in a normal reactor trip situation, when there are no additional equipment
malfunctions, with few exceptions, the only alarm the operator sees for the first 20 to 25 minutes
(the time required for the processes to stabilize after the trip transient) is the "first-out" causal
message. The messages that are simply reflecting the trip transient are cut-out, leaving only the
messages about any abnormality to the trip as active messages. This, along with the effective
organization and presentation of the messages, seems to have resulted in reducing the operators'
post-trip tension and anxiety that they have experienced during reactor trips in the past. Operators
tell us that knowing that the checks for abnormality are performed by the AWARE System and any
resulting abnormality is immediately signaled gives them the confidence and patience to observe
and evaluate the transient's progress without feeling that they MUST do something. Over time this
anxiety reduction should help the operators to become more effective when addressing process
transients or equipment abnormalities.

The utility has recognized the value of the AWARE System in providing a coherent and
meaningful picture of plant state, both pre- and post-trip. They are currently grappling with how to
adjust their control room operational philosophy and associated training to capitalize on System as
a source of information to affirm and complement the information derived from working through
the emergency operating procedures and from other resources in the control room.

Also, the organization of the presentation of the messages on the Overview Panel should be a
valuable assistance in operator training. One operator (from another utility) upon first seeing the
"functional" process layout on the Overview Panel exclaimed, "I wish I had this when I took my
reactor operator's exam!".

Finally, the robustness of the logic parser, in terms of the speed of execution and the number and
types of functions that it will process, has provided the capability to vastly grow the data base in the
future. The utility is very interested in providing "high level" messages, i.e., synthesized from
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multiple input points or utilizing synthetic variables or both, on-line in the control room. These
tests have demonstrated that the AWARE System has the capability to fulfill this desire. In
addition, incorporating the AWARE System in a network environment permits it to utilize the
results or output from any number of application programs that may be performing sophisticated
and in-depth analyses of a plant's equipment and processes. The AWARE Database Maintenance
Utility has shown that it provides the utility's operations department, i.e., the operators, with the
means to grow the data base in a direction and to a size that meets their needs.
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